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The Journal Usage Statistics Portal
(JUSP)
The Journal Usage Statistics Portal (JUSP) is a Jiscfunded service that provides a “one-stop shop”
for libraries to view, download and analyse their
journal usage reports from multiple publishers. It
responds to current financial challenges with
time and cost saving benefits.

More book data in JUSP
We now have BR2 data for
the Royal Society of
Chemistry and both BR2 and
BR3 data for Oxford
University Press. The
additional data benefit 155
institutions.

Wiley data for 2015 reinstated
We have been alerted by a
JUSP member that Wiley data
for 2015 may have been
restated by the publisher.
We will be replacing data for
150 JUSP sites over the next
couple of days and the JUSP
libraries mailing list will be
notified once complete.

Join us on Twitter @JUSPSTATS

New publisher wishlist – view the most requested
publishers
To help us prioritise which publishers you would like us to
approach regarding JUSP we have been running a rolling survey
to collect suggestions from libraries. To ensure greater
transparency we now show you the publishers that have been
requested and what progress we have made with them.
You can now view the publishers/providers for which we have
received three or more requests via our Participants page
http://www.jusp.mimas.ac.uk/participants. You can also view the
status of the most requested publishers and add suggestions via
the “Publisher issues / wishlist” tab in the Portal.

Upcoming events

Another library
joins JUSP
Welcome to Writtle
College who joined
JUSP in May.

Contact Us
You can keep up-todate with project
developments by
visiting our website
www.jusp.mimas.ac.uk.
We welcome your
views on your
experience of using the
website and portal.
Please get in touch if
you have comments,
questions or ideas for
future developments.

JUSP in practice webinar – Tuesday 7th June 11am - Register at:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/jusp-in-practice-registration25161553885
JUSP workshop (Manchester) – Tuesday 28th June – Register at:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/journal-and-ebook-usagestatistics-with-jusp-manchester-tickets-24989041897
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Enhancements

Workshops

Following feedback from the workshop, a number of tweaks have been
made to JUSP report views to make them easier to use.

On 18th May we held our first JUSP workshop of the year,
and had over 20 attendees. The workshop included
demonstrations and exercises covering both journal and
ebook portals and gave attendees the opportunity to
practice using JUSP to help with a number of different types
of scenarios. We also provided details of ongoing and
forthcoming developments to the service.







The "overall total" figures now appear at the top of the SCONUL
return and the two ‘annual summary usage of publishers’
reports. Various attendees suggested this enhancement, so they
would not need to scroll through the long publisher list to get
total figures
All ‘summary reports’ now list publishers in alphabetical order
Various columns have been better aligned to enhance the
readability of the data
An extra column has been added to the report “JR1 excluding
backfiles and GOA” to show “Direct JR1 minus archive and
GOA”

If you have any suggestions for enhancements to JUSP, please let us
know at jusp@jisc.ac.uk

Due to a high level of demand, we are running a repeat of
this workshop, again in Manchester, on Tuesday 28th June.
For further information and to book your place, visit:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/journal-and-ebook-usagestatistics-with-jusp-manchester-tickets-24989041897

Presenting and sharing usage data in different
ways
Thank you for everyone who submitted example of how you
present your usage data. We received 10 interesting and
varied examples. The prize draw has been drawn and the
lucky winner contacted.
A write up with examples will be shared within the next few
weeks in the community area and via the mailing list.

New group added to usage profiling
Following a request, an additional group of institutions has been added
to usage profiling. The group is “1960s” and it includes institutions who
became Universities in the 1960s following the Robbins report. If you
are one of these institutions you can now compare your usage to the
average usage of this group in JUSP.

Join us on Twitter @JUSPSTATS

In brief, the key audiences were faculty/academic/subject
librarians and library management, with one example of a
publically available report. The purposes of these
representations were around trends, renewals and
cancellations, but each example had a unique take on how
to handle and present data.
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